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Dutch born Roel Haagmans and German Clarissa 
Dorn were already experienced chandelier design-
ers for other companies when they set up WINDFALL 
together in Munich in 2004, to explore the contem-
porary potential of crystal chandeliers.
All products are handcrafted and have a character of 
their own.

WINDFALL is known worldwide
as the dynamic contemporary chandelier brand, 
which is redefining the nature of crystal chandeliers.

Manufacturing

WINDFALL designs are manufactured with the best Crystal available, but also other materials like Murano 
Glass, handmade Antique Glass, Alabaster, Aluminium, Silicon, Wood or Silk in different combinations are 
possible.
All metal work is done in brass, aluminium, or stainless steel for large fixtures, and we can do all kinds of 
surface finishing: 24 carat Gold, Nickel, Chrome, Silver plating, antique finish...



WINDFALL
Contemporary Crystal Lighting

Lighting Design

WINDFALL is not only manufacturing their own 
design but also working close to the architects and 
interior de- signers, translating their sketches into 
decorative ligh- ting objects or architectural modules 
based upon our experience in developing something 
completely new.

It goes without saying that we are also able to design 
and produce chandeliers in every classical or Ara-
bian style.

Project Controlling

Together with the architects and designers at site 
we offer to take care of the whole decorative lighting 
con- cept and find the adequate solution for every 
situation.

Visualisation

Based upon technical “AutoCAD” drawings or 
sketches from your side we are able to present 3D 
photorealistic renderings to visualise ideas.

An extract out of our project list:

British Airways First Lounges at
Terminal 5+3 Heathrow, JFK New York, Washington, 
Houston, Vancouver, Toronto Roberto Cavalli, Paris, 
Las Vegas, Florence, Qatar
Grand Lissboa Casino - Macau - KCA, INT., London
The Casino at the Empire - London - Paul Steelman 
Design, Las Vegas Rendevous Casino, Nottingham - 
Jestico + Whiles, London

RACV - Melbourne - Peddle Thorp Arch. Melbourne
Grand Mosque Abu Dhabi
Cartier International
Montblanc International
Harry Winston Interntional
Interconti Hotel Hyde Park Corner - London - KCA INT., 
London
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